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В статье обсуждаются возможности выражения события с будущей ориентацией 
в обстоятельственных придаточных предложениях времени в балканских языках с 
использованием корпусного подхода. В албанском, румынском и греческом языках 
можно выразить будущую ориентацию посредством морфологически маркированной 
формы будущего времени, в то время как в болгарском языке она выражается по-
средством формы настоящего времени. Данное явление проиллюстрировано аутен-
тичными примерами из четырех корпусов.

The paper reviews the possibilities for expressing events with a future time orientation in 
subordinate temporal adverbial clauses in Balkan languages by applying a corpus-based 
approach to analysis. In Albanian, Romanian, and Greek future time orientation can be 
expressed through a form morphologically marked for futurity, while in Bulgarian such 
meanings are expressed through form marked for present tense. The phenomenon is 
analysed on the basis of authentic linguistic material excerpted from language coprora.
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1. Introduction 

The study aims at analyzing adverbial time clauses with future orientation 
in the languages of the Balkan Sprachbund (Bulgarian, Greek, Albanian and 
Romanian) by applying a corpus-based approach. A time clause is a type of 
dependent adverbial clause describing events that are anterior, posterior or 
simultaneous to the event in the main clause. Time clauses are typically headed 
by the subordinator ‘when’, but also by other subordinators. 

In the Indo-European languages, several models to express a future-
oriented event in an adverbial time clause can be detected:

 Not marking future tense in the dependent clause, as in English where future 
in time clauses is ungrammatical and only present is allowed:
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(1) John will come when Mary leaves.
* John will come when Mary will leave.

 Explicitly marking the future orientation (with grammatical markers for 
future tense), as in French:

(2) Je voudrais être là quand tu viendras.

 Other marking to express a hypothetical event, e.g. use of subjunctive 
mood, as in Albanian:

(3) Kur  të vish, mos  trokit.
 when SBJV  come-PRS.SBJV. 2SG NEG knock-PRS.IMP.2SG
 ‘When you come, don’t knock’

In the fi rst model the future orientation is not morphologically marked in 
any way and the future reading of the dependent clause is provided by the main 
clause in which the event is described as not having happened yet.  The use of 
the so-called relative present tense [cf. Nitsolova 2017: 392] in the dependent 
clause whose reference can be contextually determined with respect to the 
reference point in the main clause occurs in three types of dependent clauses:

 time clauses:
(4) When you come back, I’ll have the hardware.

 conditional clauses:
(5) If you stay here, Hadad will very likely return for you.

 noun clauses in subject position (free anaphoric clauses according to Holton 
et al. 1998, i.e. without antecedent in the main clause):

(6) Whoever goes will need a backup way to return.

The types of dependent clauses where the present is used instead of 
future have similar structure and semantics. The event in the dependent clause 
acquires future orientation, because the event in the main clause is presented 
as not having happened yet: it is expected to happen (expressed by the future 
tense) or it is possible/necessary to happen (with a modal linguistic expression 
– imperative, conditional, subjunctive, subjunctive-like constructions, modal 
verbs, etc.):

(7) If you come to the excursion, I will come too.

(8) When you arrive, call us.

(9) Whoever remains the last should close the windows.

(10) When this happens, I would help with whatever I can.

(11) When you get to the crossroad you must turn left.
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(12) When you do all the exercises, you can go home.

In a 2000 paper, Eva Hedin presents the results of an investigation 
based on the EUROTYP questionnaire for future time reference containing 
eight sentences with conditional clauses and seven with temporal clauses to 
be translated by native speakers [Hedin 2000]. Data about future marking 
in time and condition clauses for 28 languages and language varieties are 
presented. Nearly half of the languages do not mark future time reference in the 
dependent clauses. Among the rest, at least two (French and Macedonian) use 
future markings systematically in time clauses, but not in condition clauses. 
The opposite possibility does not occur in the reviewed language material. 
Consequently, this is compatible with the hypothesis that future time reference 
marking in conditional clauses implies marking in time clauses (but not the 
other way around).

On the basis of the EUROTYP questionnaire the following trends in the 
Indo-European languages can be outlined: 

 In the Germanic languages future orientation is expressed by present tense, 
future marking is not allowed; 

 In the Celtic and the Baltic languages future marking is possible;
 The Romance languages do not form a consistent group with respect to future 

marking and make use of different strategies to express future orientation: 
future marking is frequent in Italian, Portuguese and Romanian; in French 
it is possible only in time clauses, but not in condition clauses; in Spanish 
present subjunctive is used;

 In the Slavic languages future marking is not allowed in Bulgarian; it 
is allowed in the other Slavic languages, but with different frequency; 
in Serbian the so-called second future is used, which is formed with the 
auxiliary ‘be’ and the past active participle (будем радио). Macedonian 
differs from Bulgarian by allowing for future marking in time clauses.

2. Expressing a future-oriented event in adverbial time clauses in 
the Balkan languages

The model with explicit marking of the future orientation is typical for the 
Balkan languages, except for Bulgarian. In Greek, Albanian and Romanian 
explicit future marking is optional so future orientation of the dependent time 
clause can be expressed both by present and future verb forms. Nevertheless, 
the future model seems quite frequent.
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(13) Όταν  θα  λάβεις  αυτό  το  γράμμα,  εγώ  θα  είμαι  
 when FUT take- 2SG-PFV this  DEF  letter-ACC. I FUT be-1SG 

 πολύ  μακριά.
 very far
 ‘When you take this letter, I will be far away.’

(14) Kur  do të  vish,  do  të  bisedojmë  shtruar për  të 
 when  FUT come2SG FUT  discuss-1PL easily  about ART

 gjitha.
 everything
 ‘When you come, we will discuss everything at ease.’

(15) Când vei veni,  vom  învăța  unul
 when want-AUX.FUT. 2SG come-INF want- AUX.FUT. 1PL learn-INF one-DEF 
 de la celălalt.
 from another
 ‘When you come, we will learn from each other.’

Bulgarian, on the other hand, does not follow the “Balkan” model: similarly 
to English, only present tense is possible in this type of dependent clauses, of 
both perfective and imperfective verbs. The hypothesis that future orientation is 
related to perfective aspect as a Slavic feature in Bulgarian (cf. Иванчев 1971; 
about future orientation of ‘until’-clauses: Пенчев 2001) is not entirely confi rmed 
by language data, as imperfective may be interpreted as future-oriented too. The 
examples below show that the time clauses with perfective and imperfective 
verb differ in terms of event type, but not in terms of orientation:
(16) Когато дойдеш,  ще  ти разкажа.
 when come-PFV.2SG FUT you-DAT tell-PFV.1SG
 ‘I will tell you when you come.’

(17) Когато идваш,  ще ядеш  тук.
 when come-IPFV.2SG FUT eat-IPFV.2SG here.
 ‘(Every time) you come, you will eat here.’

As already mentioned, in Greek, where perfective aspect can also be used 
to express futurity, there are no restrictions for future marking in dependent 
clauses. In other Slavic languages (also distinguishing between perfective and 
imperfective aspect) future marking is allowed too, as in Russian:
(18) Захочешь это, когда посмотришь её. 
 ‘You will start wanting it when you take a look at her.’ 

(19) Когда ты будешь смотреть на небо, я буду там. 
 ‘When you look at the sky, I’ll be there.’
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(20) Когда ты будешь играть доброго, ищи где он злой, а в злом ищи где он добрый. 
 ‘When you play the good, look for his bad side, in the bad look for the good side.’

Therefore, the hypothesis that perfective aspect blocks the future marking 
in Bulgarian by making it redundant is disproved by other languages where 
perfective and future may occur together.

3. The corpora

To perform our study we used four corpora (one for each language) 
available online.

The Bulgarian National Corpus (BulNC), available at search.dcl.bas.bg, 
is designed by a team of the Institute for Bulgarian language at the Bulgarian 
Academy of Sciences. It contains a large variety of texts of different size, 
media type (written and spoken), style, period (synchronic and diachronic), 
and languages, grouped in a monolingual part and parallel corpora, counting 
up to 5,4 billion words. The design of the corpus is based on the three 
classifi catory features of style, domain and genre. Additionally, it is supplied 
with rich metadata. The linguistic annotation in the BulNC is divided into 
general monolingual annotation (tokenisation and sentence splitting), available 
for all languages, and detailed monolingual annotation, available only for 
Bulgarian and English, which includes morphosyntactic tagging (POS tagging 
and rich morphological annotation), and lemmatisation. The Bulgarian texts 
are automatically annotated using the Bulgarian language processing chain 
that integrates a number of tools: a regular expression-based sentence splitter 
and tokeniser, an SVM POS-tagger, a dictionary-based lemmatiser, a fi nite-
state chunker, and a wordnet sense annotation tool (for details, see Koeva et 
al. 2012).

The Reference Corpus of the Modern Romanian Language (CoRoLa), 
available at corola.racai.ro, was launched in December 2017 by the Research 
Institute for Artifi cial Intelligence and the Institute of Computer Science at the 
Romanian Academy. The CoRoLa contains both written and oral parts. The 
written texts comprise 1 billion+ tokens and are distributed in an unbalanced 
way in several language styles (legal, administrative, scientifi c, journalistic, 
imaginative, memoirs, blogposts), in four domains (arts and culture, nature, 
society, science) and in 71 subdomains. The oral part consists of almost 152 
hours of recordings, with associated transcribed texts. The written texts are 
automatically sentence-split, tokenized, part-of-speech tagged, lemmatized; a 
part of them are also syntactically annotated. The oral fi les are aligned with 
their corresponding transcriptions at word-phoneme level. The transcriptions 
are also automatically part-of-speech tagged, lemmatised and syllabifi ed 
(Barbu Mititelu, Tufi ș, Irimia 2018). 
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The Albanian National Corpus, available at http://web-corpora.net/
AlbanianCorpus/search/, is built by a team of linguists from Moscow and 
Saint Petersburg. The fi rst edition contained only 1 million tokens, but after 
being enlarged and improved, currently it comprises 20 million tokens. The 
main corpus includes a variety of texts: fi ction, drama, memoir documentaries, 
journalism, scientifi c papers and textbooks, religious, offi cial and legal texts. All 
the texts are subjected to normalisation according to the orthographic standard. 
The annotation is performed automatically by means of a morphological 
analyzer, including lemmatization, part-of-speech tagging and morphological 
marking (Morozova and Rusakov 2015).

The Corpus of Modern Greek, available at http://web-corpora.net/
GreekCorpus/search/, is also created at the Russian Academy of Sciences. The 
corpus comprises 35,7 million tokens. The main text variety is journalism, 
additionally there are fi ction texts of 50 authors of the 19th and 20th century, 
both Greek and translated. The search engine allows for searching by language 
variety (dimotiki or katharevousa) and by orthography (monotonic or polytonic) 
[Архангельский и Кисилиер 2018]. 

The corpora presented have different size, structure and annotation 
schemata, and, additionally, they use different search engines, except for the 
National Corpus of Albanian and the Corpus of Modern Greek, which are 
close in terms of volume, follow similar annotation model and use the same 
interface. The differences between the corpora do not allow for a uniform search 
approach. The biggest inconvenience is the difference in size, as the number of 
occurrences of a given language feature or phenomenon would be much higher 
in a larger corpus than in a smaller one, which makes the comparison between 
languages irrelevant. That is why in our study we would rather focus on ratios 
than on numbers. Nevertheless, corpora provide quantitative data that could 
support or reject a given hypotheses and, not less important, they are a source 
of authentic language examples.

4. The languages

Some peculiarities of the languages under study (Bulgarian, Romanian, 
Albanian and Greek) turned out to hinder the corpus search and to increase the 
noisy results. 

Romanian and Albanian do not distinguish between relative and 
interrogative pronouns and adverbs. While in Bulgarian and Greek relative and 
interrogative pronouns and adverbs are expressed by different words (Bulg. 
кога ‘wheninterrogative’ / когато ‘whenrelative’, Gr. πότε ‘wheninterrogative’ / όταν ‘when 
relative’), in Romanian and Albanian one word is associated with both interrogative 
and relative meaning (Rom. când, Alb. kur ‘wheninterrogative / whenrelative’). 
Subsequently, interrogatives could not be excluded from the results unless they 
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are annotated as such. Neither the Romanian, nor the Albanian corpus we used 
cover this type of annotation.

Bulgarian and Greek have morphologically marked verb aspect. In both 
languages perfective in dependent time clauses is related to future orientation 
and this feature does not have a correspondence in Romanian and Albanian. On 
the other hand, in Albanian subjunctive is possible in adverbial time clauses. 
Another peculiarity of Romanian is the use of three types of future tense 
that could occur in adverbial time clauses. This lack of full correspondence 
motivated the slightly different approaches to the respective languages.

Finally, even in the most restrictive languages, future marking is allowed if 
there is an antecedent in the main clause. Even though the same subordinator is 
used, the type of dependent clause is different, i.e. bound relative clause.
(21) She looks forward to the day when she will see one of her titles on the big screen.

As none of the annotation schemata of the corpora we use covers co-
reference, sentences with an antecedent in the main clause could not be excluded 
from the results. In what follows, we will mention such sentences as part of the 
search results that are irrelevant for our study, but cannot be avoided.

Method of search and analysis of the data

Provided that our aim is to detect adverbial time clauses with future 
orientation, the search method relies on a combination of a subordinator that 
introduces the clause and a verb form that indicates the future orientation. 
Among the possible subordinators in the four languages we included only the 
most frequent one – ‘when’, which typically introduces adverbial time clauses. 
All the corpora we use are supplied with morphological annotation and allow 
for searching by temporal form, future and present. For Albanian we added 
present subjunctive and for Bulgarian and Greek perfective and imperfective 
aspect. 

Two types of search have been carried out consecutively: i. The general 
search is based on the formula ‘when’ + present vs. when + future and aims 
at indicating the ratio between two tenses used after the subordinator. ii. For 
the concrete search we chose a verbal lexeme with high frequency and neutral 
semantics and we replaced the temporal form with the lexeme in the respective 
tense: ‘when’ + comepresent vs. ‘when’ + comefuture. It aims at confi rming (or 
rejecting) the results obtained by the general search and, additionally, due to 
the lower number of the results, it allows for manual counting.

Taking into account that we analyze a syntactic structure containing a 
morphological form, a number of usage-specifi c features cannot be captured, 
for example, present tense may have either present or future orientation, but 
it cannot be automatically detected in the search results. Therefore the next 
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step in our approach is to manually indicate the context-dependent meanings 
of the respective verb forms. We outline the most frequent temporal-aspectual 
readings of present and future marked forms, as well as examples of future 
reading of present forms and some specifi c occurrences. Sentences with relative 
clauses are included only to illustrate the respective feature.

4.1. Romanian

For Romanian we considered both types of orthography of the pronominal 
adverb and the three most used types of future. The results of the two search 
sequences are presented below. 

General search
când/cînd + present – 58 624
când/cînd + future (voi cânta type) – 8 417 
când/cînd + future (am să cant type) – 16
când/cînd + future (o să cant type) – 0 
present:future – 7:1

Concrete search
când/cînd + venipresent – 1667 (22 out of 100 are with future orientation) 
când/cînd + venifuture – 452 
present:future – 3:1

There are two important trends to be noticed with respect to the search 
results. The present-future ratio of the concrete search has much closer values 
as compared to the general search. This difference could be partially explained 
by the different behavior of certain verbs in the examined syntactic context. 

Regarding the results containing future tense, among the three types of 
future, Romanian shows a clear preference for the voiauxiliary verbinfi nitive type in 
adverbial time clauses. The amauxiliary săconjunction verbsubjunctive type occurs only 
accidentally, and the oparticle săconjunction verbsubjunctive type does not occur at all. Even 
in cases where colloquial type of future tense (amauxiliary săconjunction verbsubjunctive) is 
used in the main clause, the voiauxiliary  verbinfi nitive type appears in the dependent 
clause. However, native speakers we consulted confi rmed that oparticle săconjunction 
verbsubjunctive is not unnatural in time clauses.

(22) Anul viitor,  când  voi  veni în  Statele
 year next when want-AUX.FUT.1SG come-INF in states-DEF 
 Unite, am să- ți fac  și  eu
 united  have-AUX.FUT.1SG SBJV you-DAT do-SBJV.1SG and I
  cadou  un  aparat  la fel  ca  ăsta.
  present INDF machine same like this
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‘Next year, when I come to the United States, I’ll make you a present, a 
device like this.’

In order to obtain an idea about the distribution of present and future 
orientation of the present tense, we manually counted the fi rst 100 results of 
the concrete search and identifi ed 22 examples of future orientation.

The present forms in adverbial time clauses cover most of the typical 
contextual meanings of the present tense in Romanian (cf. GLR I: 235–236): 
values that comprise all the moments of the temporal axis of orientation. i.e. 
habitual actions, general facts and gnomic use; iterative; historical present. 
Present forms with future orientation are preferred to indicate a single or a telic 
event.

habitual/general/gnomic

 

 iterative 

 

 historical present 

 

future orientation 
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Examples with future, as expected, include numerous cases with antecedent 
in the main clause. The most frequent contextual reading of future is a single 
or telic event, but similarly to present, it may also have iterative or durative 
reading. In (32) two of the verbs in the dependent time clauses indicate telic 
events (vei veni ‘you will come’, te voi vedea ‘I will see you’), but the event in 
the third dependent clause is durative (vei avea ‘you will have’).

with antecedent

 

 single event / telic

 

 

iterative
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telic and durative

 

4.2. Albanian

For Albanian we applied the same search model, detecting the number of 
present and future instances and forming the present-to-future ratio, with the 
only difference that in addition we included present subjunctive. 

General search
kur + present – 11 100 (none of 100 with future orientation) 
kur + future – 868 
present:future – 12:1

kur + subjunctive – 2 440

Concrete search
kur + vijpresent – 517 (1 of 100 with future orientation)
kur + vijfuture – 53 
present:future – 9:1
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Unlike Romanian, in Albanian ratios of the general and the concrete search 
have close values. The corpus data suggest that present is not a preferred means 
to express future orientation in adverbial time clauses: manual search of the 
fi rst 100 results of both general and concrete search results detected 1 such 
example.

The typical uses of present (cf. GGjSh 1: 306–307) are well represented in 
adverbial time clauses, according to the corpus data.

present actual (durative)

 

 iterative

 

habitual/general

 
gnomic

 
future orientation (the only example found)
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Future may occur in a dependent clause when there is an antecedent in the 
main clause. Future forms most often express telic or iterative events, only a 
few examples are found where it denotes a process (durative). 

with antecedent

 

 
single event / telic
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iterative

 
durative

 

 

Interestingly enough, Albanian uses present subjunctive in adverbial 
time clauses, which has no correspondence in the other Balkan languages: 
subjunctive in Romanian and the respective syntactic constructions in Bulgarian 
and Greek cannot be used in that position. The orientation of subjunctive is 
context dependent and may be either present or future.

present orientation

 

future orientation
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4.3. Greek

For Greek the corpus search includes four forms that combine temporal 
and aspectual characteristics: present perfective, present imperfective, future 
perfective and future imperfective.

General search
Present – 6875 
όταν + present perfective – 1677
όταν + present imperfective – 5180
Future – 456 
όταν + future perfective – 284
όταν + future imperfective – 172
Present:future – 15:1

Concrete search
Present – 301 
όταν + έρχομαιpresent perfective – 189 
όταν + έρχομαιpresent imperfective – 112
Future – 48 
όταν + έρχομαιfuture perfective – 48 
όταν + έρχομαιfuture imperfective – 0
Present:future – 6:1

The results show that present prevails considerably over future in adverbial 
time clauses. On the other hand, perfective is preferred in future forms. 

Mozer defi nes the aspectual meanings in Greek by pointing out that 
perfective is most appropriately described as an aspect that identifi es the 
internal boundary of an event. The imperfective is more diffi cult to be defi ned, 
since it has at least two main meanings – habitual and iterative. Therefore it 
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can be characterized negatively in contrast with the perfective as the aspect that 
does not represent an event as an inseparable whole [Μόζερ 1994: 57].

Present imperfective
Present imperfective is mostly used to express events that include all the 

moments of the temporal axis of orientation (habitual, general or gnomic value) 
or events in the past (present historical).

habitual/general/gnomic

 
historical present

 

Present perfective
Present perfective usually has future orientation (supported by the context 

of the main clause, which presents the event as not having happened yet). When 
the main clause allows for a present reading (e.g. habitual or general meaning), 
the verb in the dependent clause most often denotes an iterative event. When 
expressed by perfective, iterative is interpreted as a single completed event 
occurring repeatedly.

future orientation
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iterative

 

Future imperfective
Future imperfective is used to focus on future orientation, as without any 

futurity marker imperfective, unlike perfective, combines better with present 
orientation. This is particularly relevant for the existential verbs, ‘be’ and 
‘have’. Morphologically marked future imperfective has the typical values of 
imperfective aspect, durative and iterative.

‘be’ and ‘have’

 

 
durative
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iterative

 

Future perfective
Future perfective forms in adverbial time clauses seem to be redundant, 

considering the fact that present perfective (i.e. without additional temporal 
marking) has the potential to express futurity. Nevertheless, they are neither 
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unusual nor rarely occurring in the corpus. Future perfective typically expresses 
telicity.

with antecedent

 

telic

 

 

 

4.4. Bulgarian

Bulgarian, as already mentioned, is an exception to the Balkan trend of 
morphological marking of future orientation in adverbial time clauses. The 
present-to-future ratios show that future marking is untypical in the studied 
syntactic structure. In almost all the examples future is related to an antecedent 
in the main clause, with a few exceptions that will be commented further on.

General search
Present – 105 866 
когато + present perfective – 59 404
когато + present imperfective – 46 462
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Future
когато + ще (future perfective/imperfective) – 1 861

Present:future – 56:1

Concrete search 
Present – 2 304 
когато + дойдаpresent – 1 416
когато + идвамpresent – 488 
Future – 23 
когато + дойдаfuture – 21
когато + идвамfuture – 2
Present:future – 100:1

For Bulgarian we discuss examples with present imperfective, present 
perfective and future marking. Defi nitions of aspect in Bulgarian are usually 
based on the opposition telic vs. atelic (or completed vs. non-completed). 
Ivanchev (Ivanchev /Иванчев 1971: 24–42) identifi es one invariant meaning 
of the perfective and two of the imperfective by applying two differentiators: 
complexity and processuality. Perfective is characterized as complexive and 
non-processual, imperfective-1 (iterative) as non-complex and non-processual, 
and imperfective-2 (durative) as non-complex and processual [for contextual 
meanings of aspect see Stankov/Станков 1980].

Present imperfective
Present imperfective has the main contextual meanings of the imperfective 

aspect, but interestingly, they may be with present as well as with future 
orientation, depending on the orientation of the main clause.

durative

 

habitual
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iterative

 
future orientation

 

Present perfective
Present perfective is used to denote telic events with future orientation if 

the event in the main clause is marked for futurity or modality, but if the main 
clause is with present orientation, its meaning is habitual or iterative.

habitual/iterative

 
future orientation
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Future
Future marking in the dependent clause is mostly used when there is an 

antecedent in the main clause – noun, adverb or adverbial that indicates the 
precise moment to which the future form refers, thus transforming the type of 
dependent clause into relative. Additionally, future marking is possible with 
existential verbs, which do not have a perfective counterpart and a future form 
is a means to emphasize the orientation. Apart from these two cases that allow 
for future marking, there is one pragmatically motivated context in which future 
form may appear: when the speaker has previous knowledge that makes him/
her confi dent of the event’s realization. Similar contexts in Greek adverbial 
clauses of condition have been underlined by Hedin (2000: 335). Nevertheless, 
future marking in Greek is not restricted to this specifi c context.

with antecedent

 

‘be’
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knowledge/confi dence

 

 

5. Conclusions

If we can outline a Balkan model to express future orientation in adverb 
clauses of time, that would be the free choice of present or future marking in 
three of the languages – Romanian, Albanian and Greek, and the additional 
possibility for modal (subjunctive) marking in Albanian. The corpus approach 
allows to a certain degree to provide quantitative data and to ascertain that 
future marking is most frequent in Albanian and with moderate use in Romanian 
and Greek. Our observations of the corpora data show that future occurs in 
different text registers, mainly colloquial speech, media texts and fi ction, and 
subsequently the speaker’s choice is not motivated by the register type.

Bulgarian is an exception in both areal and genealogical aspects. The 
restriction of future marking is traditionally attributed to verb aspect: the 
perfective may express potential or hypothetical events and therefore is related 
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to future orientation without additional temporal marking. Greek data disprove 
the exclusive role of verb aspect, as the perfective may express futurity, but 
future marking is still allowed, of both perfective and imperfective verb forms. 
It is interesting to note that in Romanian and Albanian, despite the lack of 
morphological aspect, all the aspectual meanings are covered, but their 
interpretation is contextual. The sentences we analyzed show an inclination of 
the present to relate to imperfective meanings, while future is mostly connected 
with perfective meanings.

In linguistics there is not a convincing explanation as to why languages 
choose different strategies to express future orientation in dependent clauses. 
The situation we described in the Balkan languages seems to contradict two 
existing hypotheses related to morphology. According to Bybee and Dahl 
[Bybee, Dahl 1989], infl ectional markers for future are more likely to occur 
than periphrastic forms in redundant context such as condition and time 
clauses, because infl ection is more grammaticalized than a periphrastic form. 
Contrary to this claim, future in the Balkan languages is formed with a particle 
in Greek and Albanian and with an auxiliary in Romanian and is allowed in 
the respective dependent clauses. The other claim regards verb aspect that we 
already discussed. The Balkan languages prove that aspect is an important, but 
not an exclusive reason for restricting future marking. 

Beyond morphological explanations, there are pragmatic and syntactic 
reasons for using future in dependent clauses. In Bulgarian, which may be 
defi ned as a future-restrictive language, pragmatic context is a premise for 
future marking. It is somewhat relevant in Greek, but not in Albanian and 
Romanian. Another factor to consider is the syntactic relationship between the 
main and the dependent clause and, more precisely, one of its manifestations, 
tense agreement. Among the Balkan languages, the strongest trend to tense 
agreement may be found in Albanian, it decreases in Romanian and Greek and 
is lacking in Bulgarian. The decreasing role of tense agreement corresponds to 
an increasing restriction on future marking in dependent clauses.

The future marking in dependent time, condition and noun clauses should 
be considered an areal syntactic feature, which is not shared by Bulgarian only. 
On the other hand, the fact that Macedonian differs from Bulgarian in using 
future in time clauses supports the assumption of an areal, most likely Albanian 
infl uence.
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БЪДЕЩА ОРИЕНТАЦИЯ В ПОДЧИНЕНИ
ОБСТОЯТЕЛСТВЕНИ ИЗРЕЧЕНИЯ
ЗА ВРЕМЕ В БАЛКАНСКИТЕ ЕЗИЦИ

Екатерина Търпоманова 
Биляна Михайлова 
Марина Джонова

СУ „Св. Климент Охридски“

В статията се прилага корпусен подход към анализирането на подчинени 
обстоятелствени изречения за време в балканските езици от гледна точка на 
бъдещата ориентация на събитието. Както е известно, бъдещата ориентация 
в няколко вида подчинени изречения, включително обстоятелствените за вре-
ме, в някои езици не е морфологично маркирана и се изразява от сегашната 
форма на глагола, а в други морфологичното маркиране е възможно и в този 
случай в подчиненото изречение се употребява форма за бъдеще време. В бал-
канските езици морфологичното маркиране на бъдещата ориентация е поз-
волено, но е с различна честота в гръцки, румънски и албански. Изключение 
от тенденцията прави българският, в който бъдеще време може да се появи в 
подчиненото изречение само в специфичен контекст. В изследването е напра-
вен опит да се установи закономерност на употребата на сегашна или бъдеща 
форма в обстоятелственото изречение за време според типа на събитието, из-
разено от глагола, като е взета предвид и връзката на глаголния вид с ориен-
тацията на събитието в български и гръцки. Показани са и някои проблеми, 
свързани с корпусния анализ на подобни езикови явления.


